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Introduction 

Trees in Urban areas need to adjust and survive as per humans needs than their own 

needs. Ironically, trees in urban areas are for the benefit of humans than the trees. 

Growing a tree in urban areas is exactly like domesticating animals or keeping pets. 

These life forms need to adjust with human needs, habits and constraints to survive. 

We train the animals to do so, so that we bond with each other and coexist within each 

others constraints for mutual benefits. Trees are no different.  

 

However, with growing urbanization and parallelly growing awareness towards 

importance of trees in urban areas we find the trees and humans in conflict with each 

other. With our complex behavior and needs, we somehow are treating trees as a 

commodity of our use (rather use and throw culture). We like and/or dislike various 

trees for various reasons like our religious beliefs, likes, dislikes, personal feelings like 

joy or memories and so on. So that’s how we also behave with trees.. we plant some 

trees because we like them and uproot some trees because we do not like them or 

they hinder in our spaces when they grow up and so on.  

 

Out of growing awareness, love and activism etc, we undertake tree plantations and 

most of the time we do not revisit our planted trees to see what do they need? how 

are they growing up? Or even are they live at all? Most of the time, such plantations 

and drives make media headlines and that’s all! The tree exists only digitally, on 

ground, either it dies due to lack of water/ support/ protection… it dies because it was 

not watered and fed properly in peak summers or peak winters, some vehicle over 

runs it, some animal eats it or uproots it, many a times even because some urban 

expansion plan comes and flattens the planted trees to clear the area.  

 

 

 

We make years long preparations (mental, emotional and physical) to bring in a 

new family member in our lives be it a newly wed or a baby. 

We make moths long preparations (mental, emotional and physical) to bring in a 

pet into our lives. 

What preparations do we make to bring in a plant in our lives? 
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Trees fall victims to our such behavior and we are loosing our tree covers in urban 

areas rapidly. Sadly, we are axing over our own race’s saviours knowingly or 

unknowingly! 

 

This massacre can be averted if we treat them as life and not as commodity. 

 

What if we … 

 

1. Treat trees exactly as we treat our pets.. 

a. We plant only those varieties which can adjust in our available spaces and 

constraints. 

b. We do all the preparations before planting as we prepare before getting a 

pet into our lives. 

c. We train them to adjust into our world. 

d. We feed them as per their habits. 

e. We ensure their good health. 

f. We take care of them for their life. 

2. Understand trees as they are.. Life and not a commodity. 

3. Plant and take care of them for their entire life….. 

 

This brief guide on tree planting will share some valuable points from my long 

experience of urban gardening. 

I hope that through this guide, my urge reaches to every urbanite and we all 

collectively increase and maintain the green cover of our cities with our informed 

decisions and actions. 

 

For videos on organic urban gardening, please visit our YouTube channel 

https://www.youtube.com/c/EnrichedSoilandSoul/videos 

  

Ironically, ours, our new family members’, our pets, life of each one of us, 

depends on plants!  

We are because the Plants are!! 

Lets treat plants as life and not as commodity in our urban lives! 
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Which tree should be planted? 

 

1. In open public places 

 

a. Choose Native trees 

b. Choose proper size (Height, girth, root spread) trees according to its 

surrounding (existing Plantation, electricity wires, traffic, human and 

animal activities, structures, foot path etc) 

c. Choose maintainable varieties 

d. Choose from host plants for butterflies, birds and bees. 

e. Plan plantation area with a scheme of diverse trees 

f. Evergreen and or deciduous trees  

g. If suitable, plant fruiting trees 

 

2. Within residential / commercial campuses 

 

a. Choose native varieties 

b. Choose small trees for plantation closer to buildings and play area, chose 

big trees where a free space of at least 10 feet radius is available per tree. 

c.  Choose according to landscaper’s scheme 

d. Choose maintainable varieties 

e. Choose from host plants for butterflies, birds and bees. 

f. Plan plantation area with a scheme of diverse trees 

g. Evergreen and or deciduous trees.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Avoid fruiting trees (fruits consumed by humans and commercially available fruits) 
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How to chose 

 

1. Can be chosen from seeds/ grafted/ tissue culture varieties 

2. Chose a sapling with branches growing upwards and are growing at 45 degrees 

with each other. Avoid the sapling which has branches growing towards ground. 

Avoid crooked branches, tilted growth, clustered branches etc. 

3. Minimum height of a sapling should be 8 to 10 feet at the time of planting. 

4. Roots of the sapling should be contained within the pot / grow bag. 

5. The grow bag/pot should be transportable. Avoid bare root saplings or saplings 

moved from pot to bag just before transporting it to the plantation site. 

6. Disease free, insects-pests free, damage free. Look on the back side of leaves for 

any infestation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose sapling with straight, upright, strong stem growth with good and smooth 

brown bark formation on the mother stem, with evenly spaced branches.  
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Before planting 

You need - 

a. Measuring tape, marking material (like some different colour soil/ lime 

powder/ charcoal powder etc, any natural powder of different colour 

than the soil colour is preferred)  

b. Rope to mark pits in line. 

c. Hands to dig pits 

d. Tools for digging pits 

e. Gravel/ broken bricks/ broken earthen pots / dry shells of coconut/ 

broken shells of areca nut (material which is easily available in the 

surrounding area of the plantation site) 

f. Dry leaves 

g. Water around 50 to100 litres depending on the soil and weather 

condition. 

h. Cow dung manure / dairy manure (gobar khad) 

i.  Good Compost (leaf compost / kitchen waste compost / vermi 

compost/ sugarcane bagasse compost etc)  

j. Neem khali ( Dry Neem oil cake)  

k. Wood ash 

Procedure -  

1. Survey the plantation site for  

a. All clearances; space, legal clearances (like disputed land, encroached 

land, Govt land where plantation is not allowed etc), surroundings, 

structures etc. 

b. Availability of sunlight, wind direction, rain direction, fire hazard if any. 

c. Available support like labourers/ malis for pit making, manures, good 

soil, tree guard, staking material, watering etc. 

d. Finding out who will take the ownership or responsibility of the planted 

sapling for its maintenance and upkeepment. 

e. Prepare a proper pit as mentioned in the highlight box below. 
 

 

Prepare a pit of size 3 feet x 3 feet x 3 feet (LxWxD). 

Keep a slope of at least 4 inches at the bottom of the pit. (sloping towards the 

direction of the water flow of rains in the site area) 
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2. After ensuring all the points mentioned above, Prepare a pit of the size 3 feet 

x 3 feet x 3 feet in size. Keep a slope of at least 4 inches at the bottom of the 

pit. (sloping towards the direction of the water flow of rains in the site area) 

3. Fill up the pit with   

a. 4 to 6 inches layer of gravels/ broken bricks/ broken earthen pots / dry 

shells of coconut/ broken shells of areca nut (material which is easily 

available in the surrounding area of the plantation site) at the bottom 

b. Above this layer, fill up brown dry leaves till at least 8 to 10inches. 

c. Water well till the pit fills up. And leave the pit for overnight. 

d. Over this layer of dry leaves, fill up a good soil mix.  

Soil mix - native soil + gobar khad + compost in 2:1:0.5 ratio by volume. 

To this mixture, add 250 gm to 500 gm of Neem khali (Dry Neem oil 

cake) and 2 hands full of wood ash per pit. Fill up the pit till the ground 

level. 

e. Water well and leave the pit for 4 to 5 hours minimum. Leaving 

overnight is ideal. 
 

For more details please watch our videos on 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbohQykjj6dk5J6moivqEMNcudlEuHRtl 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Water all the saplings (to be planted) well on the night before plantation. 
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Planting 

You need.. 

a. Sapling/s 

b. Hand tools to dig and fix soil in the pit 

c. Stake (strong, straight, preferable of natural material) 

d. Strong thread / rope (preferable of natural material) 

e. At least 500 ml water per sapling (If the soil in the prepared pit is moist, else, 

more water is needed) 

f. Tree guard 

 

Procedure – 

 

1. Make a smoot U shaped ditch in the centre of the pit with hands/ hand tool. 

The ditch should be equal to the size of the root ball of the tree sapling. 

2. Insert a strong stake (like a bamboo, wooden pole, PVC pipe etc on the order 

of preference.) avoid metal stakes on one edge of the ditch and tighten the 

soil around this stake well so that the stake is firmed well in the soil and 

stands upright to bear the weight of the sapling and support it well against 

swaying with normal winds. 

3. Carefully tear the plastic grow bag (using hands or a sharp scissors) around 

the saplings root ball without disturbing sapling roots. 

4. Place the root ball in the ditch to fit properly in the U shape without leaving 

air gap at the bottom. Place the sapling closer to the firmed stake. 

5. Fill up the soil properly around the root ball while pressing well with hands to 

ensure that no air / cavity is left in the ditch around the root ball.  

 

 

Press the soil around the planted sapling (and the stake) using your feet / shoes, 

stomp gently, stomp well. 

Press well not to leave any air gap between the root ball (as well as the stake) and 

the pit soil. 
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6. Tie the sapling to the stake using thread/rope. Tie firm to hold the sapling 

and the stake together but not too tight to damage the bark of the sapling.  

7. Water the sapling around the joint of two soils, soil in the pit and the soil of 

the root ball.  

8. Place tree guard around the planted sapling. 

9. Bless the sapling, pray for its long and healthy life, and feel proud of yourself 

to have taken a step to secure your next generations future by saving soil, 

saving water, saving air, saving birds and insects population, saving 

environment, more savings than your entire generations bank savings and 

securities put together! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tie between the leaf nodes of the sapling and not over the nodes or crumpling / 

crushing the sapling leaves. Tie at more than one place if required. Leave the apex 

/ tip / top portion of the saplings free. 
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Post plantation 

 

You need – 

 

1. Good and proper Pruning tools. Choose separate tools for soft branches, semi 

hard branches, hard branches etc. 

2. Organic manures. 

3. See the box at the bottom of this page… 

Procedure 

 

1. Water the sapling regularly as per the weather and the plants need. You need to 

water this sapling for the first 3 years of its life. 

2. For first 3 years of its growth, manage the growing canopy of the sapling by 

pruning… 

a. Prune any branch growing below 10 feet of height from the ground. 

b. Prune any branch growing towards ground. 

c. Prune any branch growing closer than 30 degrees to each other.  

d. Prune so that the sapling grows balanced in all the directions. That is there 

should be even growth of branches in all the directions. This will help the 

plant to grow in shape and then grow with balance not to succumb to 

heavy rains or winds due to uneven weight of the canopy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

You need – 3. Conviction to feed and train the growing tree to be able to fight 

with all odds and survive stronger. The same conviction that you have while 

raising a child. 
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3. Feed the sapling once in its third year with a good mix of gobar khad, Neem 

khali, a handful of wood ash.  

a. Feed after one or two good rains.  

b. Feed away from the stem, along the periphery of the pit. Feed on soil 

surface or feed in a trench around the periphery of the pit. (dig a channel 

6 to 9 inch wide and 6 to 9 inch deep around the pit periphery and fill up 

this trench with the mix of the prepared feed and dry leaves. Close the 

trench mouth with the removed soil from the trench. 

c. Water only over this feed area whenever you need to water the tree. DO 

NOT water near the tree stem. 

4. Prune again in the 5th year. Prune for canopy management as you did in its 3rd 

year. At this time, Prune in the trees in their dormancy period. This will ensure 

the best growth further. 

5. Feed the tree whenever you prune its hard branches. 

6. Prune and feed again at the end of 8 years of the trees life. 

7. Prune and feed once every 5 to 10 years depending on the type of the tree. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BE PROUD OF YOURSELF THAT YOU RAISED A CHILD TO TAKE CARE OF 

YOUR CHILDREN, THEIR CHILDREN, THEIR CHILDREN,….. AND SO ON!  

Pruning followed by Feeding for canopy and growth management is important. 

Rule of Thumb – Prune a tree during its dormancy / after its flowering and or 

fruiting is over 

 


